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THE THERMAL INERTL4 OF MARS: RE-INTERPRETATION USING A BE= ATMOSPHERIC 
MODEL; B. M. Jakosky (Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics and Dept. of Geological Sciences, 
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309) and R. M. H a k l e  (Space Sciences Division, NASA/Ames Research 
Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035). 

The thermal inertia of the uppermost 1-10 cm of the martian d a c e  has been detemhed by comparing 
measurements of the inffared brighmess temperature of the surface at manby times of day with t e m p e m s  predicted 
from a thermal model, The thermal model accounts for the energy balance st the surfsurface, and includes incoming sun- 
light, emieted thermal-hfmred energy, energy conducted into the subsurface, and energy from the atmosphere to the 
surface. This latter term includes both infrared emission from the annosphere to the ground and sensible heat due to 
near-surface winds, and is usually smaller than the other tenns. In the thamat model developed by Kieffer and used 
in previous determinations of thermal inertia, a constant atmospheric emission term is used as a first-order approxi- 
mation; based on the large variation in surface pmpdes  expected and on the large uncertainties in the values of the 
thermal inertia, this was a good approximation at that h e .  Using an atmospheric ~ v e / c o n v e c t i v e  model, in- 
cluding absorption and emission by both C 0 2  and airborne dust, we have calculated the magnitude of h e  energy ex- 
change between the amsphere and the surface, and we use this as a basis by which to recalculate the derived values 
of surface thermal inertia. Although the global pattern of tbexmal inertia probably will not change significantly, the 
actual values of thennal inertia will change, and the physical interpretation in terms of particle sizes wil l  change as 
well. 

The model includes a fully coupled ahnospheric radiarive tmder model and a surface arad subsurface thermal 
conduction model. The atmospheric model is based on an earlie version of the algorithms crtrrently used in the 
Ames Mars Atmosphere General Circulation Model. It includes absorption and scattering of incoming sunlight by 
CO;! and by dust absorption, emission and scaetering of thermal-infrared energy by C02 and by dust; and a near-sm 
face convective adjustment when the tempmum gradient exceeds the ntiiahat The energy exchange with the surface 
includes rigktion from the atmosphere to the srafacc as well as semile heat based on a paramemimion of the near- 
surface boundary layer (this hrm team is generally very mall). The surface and subsurface model accounts for con- 
duction within the subsurfke, and is similar to other thermal models in the literature. 

'Ihe basic difference between OUT model and that by Kieffer is in the magnitude of the aanosphexic radiation 
team, Even without dust, the radiation to the srrrface is roughly twice what was used in his model; the effect of this 
additional radiation is to spread out the heating of the surface to some extent over all times of day, and to result in a 
smaller d i d  amplitude of the surface temperature variations. When interpreted using the Kieffer model, then, a 
higher tkrmaJ inertia is reqlxired to produce the same surface temperatures. Thus, using our model the surface ther- 
mal inertia is lower than that determined using Kieffer's mode% 

For a nominal dust opacity of 0.4, similar to that observed at the Viking landing sites, surfaces which were 
thought to have a thermal inertia of 0.007 c a ~ c m ~ - s l / ~ - ~  have a recalculated thermal inertia of about 0.005; simi- 
larly, an inertia of 0.003 is changed to 0.001. Because of the relationship between particle size and thermal inertia 
within a d a c e ,  the particle sizes infened for the surface change as well. The effective panicparticle size of the high-iner- 
tia d a c e  is changed from about 500 pm lo KW2OO pm, and that of a low-inertia surface is changed from about 50 
pm to'about 5 pm. For the high-inatia mfhces. we cautioa that other mechanisms such as bonding into a duricrust 
may be responsible for producing the observed thermal inertia The particle size of the low-inertia surfaces is now 
more consistent with that expected due to fallout of airborne dust 

By changing the amplitude of the surface temperature variations, our model also explains a large &tion of 
the socalled "afternam cooling" effect, whettin obsemed mid-afmnoocl tempera~es are lower than predicted using 
the simple themd modeL As the Kieffer model quires a higher thennal inertia to fit the amplitude, it shifts the 
noontime peak and afternoon decline in t e m p e m  to later times, producing such an effect. Using the improved 
atmospheric model can explain about twethirds of this e f f a  the remainder may d t  from mixing of maberials at 
the surface, along with other processes known to occur on Mars. 
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